CYBER HTML5 Overview

The release of CYBER 2.0.0.0 will convert CYBER to a standardized HTML5 platform. This update will have multiple operating system and browser support, meaning that after the CYBER 2.0.0.0 release, you will be able to use CYBER on PC, Mac, and Linux (Chromebook) computers, with browsers such as Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari. The CYBER 2.0.0.0 update will change the overall appearance of CYBER, including all screens and navigational elements.

A new webpage that is dedicated to all the changes for CYBER 2.0.0.0 is available at www.performcarenj.org/html5.

All CYBER Users are Impacted by this Release

Accessibility/Navigation: Expanded browser usage, operating system compatibility, mobile device compatibility, and back button functionality.

Design Elements: Updated grids, buttons, links, and accordions, scroll bars, search as type functionality, updating select provider acronyms and terminology, and printed document standards.

CYBER Enhancements:

- **Welcome Page** - fresh new appearance, enhanced ‘Security Administrator’ hyperlink will display all Security Administrators and contact information;
- **Provider Details** - enhancements to AHH and OOH tabs, Annex A Addendum;
- **Headers and Footers** - every webpage will contain the user’s identification in header and links to external webpages in footer;
- **Manage Access** - improved Password reset functionality;
- **Youth Record** - updates to the Dashboard tab, Demographics tab, Doc Upload tab, Progress Notes;
- **Treatment Plans/Assessments** – will be converted to a tabular format;
**Grids** will have new filtering and sorting functionality allowing users to locate data easily.

**Progress Notes** - will receive new columns: **Program** (acronym) and **Program Type** (organization and/or agency name) with grid filtering/sorting functionality, printing functionality (Draft watermark) and formatting standards.

**Acronyms and Terminology** - will be updated throughout the system.

- "CMO" - Care Management Organization (formerly UCM)
- "MRSS" - Mobile Response Stabilization Service (formerly CRI)
- "OOH" - Out of Home (formerly RES)
- "SUT" - Substance Use Treatment (formerly SAB)
- "CSOC" - Children’s System of Care (formerly EXE)
- "DCP&P" - Department of Children’s Protection & Permanency (formerly DYFS)
- "IICCL" - Intensive in Community Clinician (formerly IICCM, Intensive in Community Care Manager)
- "State Medicaid Fiscal Agent" will represent the Medicaid entity (formerly identified as UNISYS, DXC, Molina, and currently- Gainwell).

**Youth Record** – the Demographics tab, Support tab, and Doc Upload tab will receive enhancements.

- **Gender selection** will change to drop down menu.
- Youth Primary and Secondary Phone numbers will require **Phone Type**.

- Support’s Primary and Secondary Phone numbers will require **Phone Type**.
- **County** will be added to the Support’s Address.
• Documents that are uploaded to a record will be able to be rotated for easier viewing.

• Reporting - will always display the bottom horizontal scrollbar without scrolling vertically. Also printed reports will be unmerged for ease of extraction and use.

• Browser Back Button - will allow users to navigate to the previous screens.

Summary: Please note that existing training materials that refer to these areas will be reviewed and updated. Additional materials and trainings on the functionality will be forthcoming and will be available at www.performcarenj.org/HTML5. If you have any questions, please contact PerformCare at 1-877-652-7624.